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1. Introduction

It is known that the properties of the particulate
debris bed such as particle size and distribution, bed
porosity, and bed geometry which are caused by molten
corium water interaction, affect the coolability of the
bed accumulated on the floor of reactor cavity [1]. The
particle size distribution and porosity were proposed by
experimental data using available corium–water
interaction [2].

FzK carried out the QUEOS experiments of which
objective is to mainly investigate the premixing phase
using hot spheres, not molten corium jet, in saturated
water [3]. They provided the information on the particle
bed geometry on the floor of the interaction chamber as
well as the mixing zone size depending on the
experimental conditions. KAERI carried out TROI fuel
coolant interaction experiments using prototypic corium.
In some TROI experiments, they investigated the
mixing zone size for the cases without steam explosion
[4]. In FARO L-28 test, the mixing zone and particle
accumulation shape were observed [5].

From QUEOS, TROI and FARO tests, authors
analyzed the relevance of mixing zone size and the
particle bed geometry because the mixing zone size is
the area where particles and voids in the water are
distributed.

2. Methods and Results

2.1 Debris Bed Geometry in QUEOS Experiments

Table 1 shows the initial conditions of the QUEOS
base tests [3]. In these tests, hot spheres of two kinds of
materials with different sizes and temperatures are
released into the saturated water at atmosphere pressure
with the drop release diameter of 180 mm. More details
for the experiments can be found in the reference [3].

Table 1: Test Conditions in QUEOS Experiments

The mass distribution of the accumulated particles in
49 (a matrix of 7×7) square boxes (10×10×5 cm)
located at the bottom of the test section were provided,
as exemplified in Fig. 1. For comparison between the

tests, the mass distributions of the tests are converted
into the mass fraction and given in Table 2.

Fig. 1. Mass distribution of accumulated particles (Test
No. 7)

Table 2: Mass Fraction of Accumulated Particles and
Particle Jet Characteristics

They also provided the images of the leading edge
location of a particle jet in the water with time as shown
in Fig. 2. The average velocities were estimated using
the images for the test.

In the fuel coolant interaction, the pre-mixing area
where happening fuel coolant interaction before
triggering is the first phase of the steam explosion four
phases. The mixing zone size have used to define the
interaction zone between the fragmented particle of
molten material and water. Here, the same concept is
used for data analysis. The diameter of the mixing zone
is assumed under axisymmetric in the interaction zone.
The maximum diameter is defined as the maximum
mixing zone width in this paper. The maximum mixing
zone width is also estimated using the image at the time
the leading edge arrives at the bottom of the test section.
The average velocity of the leading edge in the water
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and the maximum mixing zone width are also provided
in the Table 2.
For Test No. 7 and 10 using ZrO2, the particles with

high temperature in Test No. 10 are accumulated more
closely to the center, even though they spread more
widely as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Images in Test No. 7(Left) and 10(Right)

Meanwhile, much higher fraction of Mo particles

(Test No. 3, 4 and 12) with larger density than ZrO2 was
accumulated near the center. However, the particle

accumulation near the center becomes less with higher
particle temperature (Test No. 3 vs. 12). The major

reason seems that Mo drops are smaller and lighter than
ZrO2 so that they may spread widely by re-lifting force
induced by vigorous steam production due to high

particle temperature. Nevertheless, the maximum
mixing zone size clearly increases with the increase of

the particle temperature.

Fig. 3. Images in Test No. 3(Left), 4(Center) and
12(Right)

From the test results, the increase of maximum
mixing zone size which increases with the increase of

the drop temperature causes generally more
accumulation of particles at the center of interaction
chamber. However, this results seems to be not

maintained for the small particle over certain
temperature. The temperature and size of the particle

are closely related to the accumulation of particle in the
center of the test section.

2.2 Mixing Zone in TROI and FARO Experiments

KAERI did many fuel coolant interaction tests in the
TROI facility using several prototypical corium melts

and they observed mixing zone size in some tests
without external triggering [3]. Fig. 4 shows the picture

at the time the front of melt jet reached to the bottom of
interaction vessel in the test No. TROI-VISU2 [4]. The
maximum mixing zone size is about 30 cm.

Fig. 4. Images in TROI-VISU2 test

The initial conditions and information on the mixing
zone are shown in the Table 3. In the TROI-28, 29, 47
and 48 tests, the molten corium is injected into the
water with high free fall over 3 m in the air. Meanwhile,
TROI-VISU2 test, the free fall is about 1 m. The mixing
zone sizes for several TROI tests is about 20 to 30 cm
when the jet diameter of molten material is about 5 to
7.5 cm.

Table 3: Initial Conditions and Mixing Zone in TROI
and FARO Experiments

The ratio of mixing zone to release diameter is about
3 to 6, which increases with the longer free fall. This
means the longer free fall may accumulate the particles
in the smaller area of the bottom of interaction vessel
because the debris distributes in the area of mixing zone.
However, the data on debris accumulation on the
bottom of interaction vessel in TROI experiments are
not available. The ratio of mixing zone to release
diameter in TROI is a litter larger than QUEOS
experiments. The major reason seems that the melt
temperature of the corium is much higher than the
spheres used in QUEOS.

Meanwhile, JRC-ISPRA also did several tests using
prototypical molten corium in FARO facility. In the
FARO-28 test, they used 15 times more amount of
molten corium than TROI. This test is the only test
available of visualization image for mixing zone, as
shown in Fig. 5. The free fall is about 1 m which is
similar to the TROI-VISU2. The mixing zone was
estimated about 40 cm when the melt front is contact
with the bottom of interaction vessel. The ratio of
maximum mixing zone size to release diameter is 1.5
times larger than TROI-VISU2. In other words, the
mixing zone in the FARO test is a little bigger size than
TROI-VISU2 even though the lots of molten corium
was used. The reason is expected that the molten
corium which is released later is not much contributed
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to expand the mixing zone. Fortunately, the debris
accumulation shape on the interaction vessel are also
available in FARO L-28 test. It was found that the most
of corium particles is accumulated almost
symmetrically at the center of interaction vessel. From
FAROL-28 test which is much closer to the reactor
condition, we can imagine it is highly possible for the
molten corium to accumulate near the center of the melt
release. This is confirmed from the height of the debris
in the catcher, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Images of mixing zone in FARO L-28 test

Fig. 6. Height of the debris in the catcher as measured
along two radial positions after the test

3. Conclusions

From the QUEOS experiments, the particles is

generally accumulated more closely to the center of the
interaction vessel with higher particle temperature.

However, the much more increase of temperature
causes the scatter of particles because the particles re-
lifting by vigorous interaction. Accordingly, the mixing

zone size was not directly related to the accumulation of
particles.

In TROI experiments using high temperature
prototypic corium melt, the ratio of the maximum

mixing zone to the melt release diameter is slightly
larger than QUEOS using low temperature particles.

Considering the higher melt temperature in TROI
experiment, this result seems to be reasonable. In
addition, the higher free fall causes the smaller mixing

zone, and accordingly the debris accumulation in the
small area of the bottom of the interaction vessel.

The mixing zone in the FARO test is a little bigger
than TROI-VISU2 with similar free fall even though the
lots of molten corium was used. The reason is expected

that the molten corium released in later time of the melt
jet is not much contributed to expand the mixing zone.

In conclusion, there closely exists the relevance
between mixing zone size and debris bed geometry in

fuel coolant interaction. This relevance may be
validated from the debris formation model in the water.
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